In today's world we are surrounded by world of smart handheld devices like smart phones, tablets, netbooks, and others. These devices are based on advance technologies of multiple-input and multiple-output, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), and advance data reliability techniques such as forward error corrections. High data rates are among the requirements of these technologies for which turbo and low density parity check codes (LDPC) are widely used in these standards. In order to get high speed, we need multiple and parallel processors for the implementation of such codes. But there exists a collision problem as a consequence of parallel processor. This problem results in increase latency and increase of hardware complexity. In this work an approach for collision problem is presented in which network relaxation technique is used which is based on a fast clique detection. The proposed approach results in high throughput in terms of latency and complexity. Furthermore, the proposed solution is able to solve the collision problem by connecting network optimization for achieving high throughput.
Introduction
In modern era of an advancement in technology, different types of smart devices like smart phones, tablets, etc. are communicating with each other nodes. These devices are based on advance technologies which consist of multipleinput and multiple-output, OFDM, and advance data reliability techniques such as forward error corrections [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . High data rates are among the requirements of these technologies for which turbo and low density parity check codes are widely used in these standards. In order to get high speed we need multiple/parallel processors for the implementation of such codes. Such codes are developed by using multiple processors which are linked with the data storage memory elements via connecting networks.
In turbo codes we have an algorithm which is based on iteration for the computation that improved the overall performance. So to exploit these codes with their iterative nature is a challenging task which is overcome by the use of parallel multiple processors. The required throughput is obtained by the use of multiple processors in parallel architecture.
This solution increases the throughput as the latency of the system becomes the latency of the constituent subblocks [3] . Moreover, the cost of the system and the complexity are increased due to parallel nature of the architecture.
In Section 2 the state of the art is given. Section 3 gives the problem formulation. The proposed work is given in Section 4 with the pedagogical example in Section 5. Experiment and results are presented in Section 6 whereas Section 7 concludes the paper.
State of the Art
Different parallel processing elements depending on the interleaving law may access the same memory block simultaneously as shown in Figure 1 . This architecture consists of processors linked with banks. The controller consists of control bits for connecting network and bits for address sequences of the banks. There exists memory access problem in such architectures known as the "collision" problem [7] .
For solving collision problem, the existing solutions can be categorized into two families. The first family includes solutions like [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] in which the problem is solved without any changes in the standard architecture; i.e., these approaches use a standard network/memory. In [10] , that is proposed with the network option but limited to certain codes. Metaheuristics approach [12] overcame this limitation but not the polynomial time. The polynomial is introduced in [13] .
Works of [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] are of the second category which offers certain adaptation in the architecture for the storage and/or connecting network mechanism. Due to the adaptation in the real architecture the results may lack throughput in terms of latency and complexity. Reference [15] proposed to use buffers in the BENES network [20] for solving collisions. Reference [16] used advance network techniques with dedicated mechanism of routing. The resultant solution needs buffering for such mechanism as well. The work of [17] presents a network-on-chip interconnection architecture. This network allows supporting the access conflicts thanks to dedicated routing algorithm. Reference [18] is based on use of additional memory (memory adaptation) when there is no other existing solutions. But, this approach generates a huge amount of additional registers leading to expensive architectures, especially for LDPC. Since the goal of [18] is to respect a user defined network, this constraint impacts this final architectural cost on a larger scale.
Our proposal is to introduce degrees of liberty not in the memory architecture, but in the network. Hence, we will target the original source of the conflict, and we will be able to generate strongly optimized architectures. This concept will be later referred in this paper as network adaptation.
Problem Formulation
We will demonstrate a multiple processor parallel architecture having P processors which are denoted by PE which is linked with B banks of memory where number of processors are equal to number of banks. We have the size of storing data referred as D. Figure 2 shows the example to explain the abovementioned approach. Processors are considered as 4 which is equal to the number of banks. The time to process the data is represented in columns of the table. In first time the four processors will need 0, 3, 6, and 9 for processing as shown in Figure 2 . This is a typical way to show turbo decoding. The main goal is to find collision-free mapping with specific laws and number of processors with the option of interconnection network.
The state-of-the-art architecture [12] is shown in Figure 1 . The control bits will be generated in very irregular pattern having limited optimization. However, the regular pattern for such cases can be very useful for optimized results.
The regularity pattern can be seen in [18] but the finale architecture will have overhead cost due to inclusion of the logical memory elements and its connecting network (see Figure 3 ).
In [15] , these could be avoided in which BENES network is considered in the architecture along with additional buffer as shown in Figure 4 , called time relaxation resulting in latency.
In this work, an approach is presented in which a special technique is used which results in high throughput in terms of latency and complexity. The proposed solution is able to solve the collision problem by the connecting network optimization for achieving high throughput.
Proposed Approach
In [18] , it is observed that the selected connection network has a vital role in the complexity of the proposed architecture. The proposed technique aims to use the principle based on both memory mapping space and the network, as can be seen in Figure 5 . The figure presents a design space exploration for a given memory mapping problem.
The input constraint is addressed in the first step which includes laws, number of processors, and network selection. It is to determine whether a collision-free in-place memory mapping solution may exist or not for this set of constraints. This will provide useful information for the memory mapping step of our flow. The second step is to apply appropriate algorithm targeting a connecting network stored in the library. This mapping step is performed with a modified version of the mapping algorithm with memory relaxation proposed in [18] . The modifications aim to see all the collision-free mapping solution space and to stop the mapping algorithm as soon as a register should be added because of unsolvable memory mapping conflicts. If the algorithm is stopped for this specific reason, which means the selected interconnection network is too much constrained for the interleaving law.
Then, if the designer validates the customization of this interconnection network, our memory mapping algorithm with network relaxation is applied.
In the end, the cost is calculated and the results are generated. We repeat all the above process for all the available networks one by one. The user can restrict the library to explore only a subset of network(s); otherwise all the networks are explored one by one. We also integrate for experimental purpose the memory mapping approach based on memory relaxation, as given on Figure 5 .
Analysis through Fast Clique Detection Algorithm (FCD).
Memory mapping problem could either be based on [10] like in turbo decoders called in-place or be based on [18] like in LDPC decoders called dual-memory mapping. A fast clique detection algorithm is then proposed which determined the category of the problem.
Algorithm Principles.
For a particular block of data with the parallelism , our approach first constructs * adjacency matrix and then fills the matrix according to the data access: if two data are accessed in the same time (e.g., data 1, 2, 3, and 4 at cycle 1 in Figure 2 ), then a link between them will be stored in this adjacency matrix. This model is in fact a well-known approach used to store conflict graphs.
Next, our fast clique detection algorithm explores this matrix: if the number of interconnected data elements in a selected row is lower or equal to , then this means that data is interconnected to less than ( + 1) data, so the corresponding clique, if it exists, will include less than ( + 1) data, so inplace memory mapping remains possible; on the contrary, if this data is interconnected to at least ( + 1) data (i.e., at least ( + 1) of these data are involved in a common clique), this means that additional memory will be needed to keep an inplace memory architecture or a dual-memory mapping must be used. Since our goal is only to detect the existence of a clique involving at least ( +1) data, the FCD algorithm stops. In this case, we know that, in order to target architecture with no additional memory, an in-place memory mapping is not possible.
Mapping without Relaxation.
Mapping without relaxation is to find a valid memory mapping for a given problem based on networks available in the library or on a user selected network. This mapping step is performed through our modified version of [18] algorithm.
The available networks in the library are barrel shifter, BS, butterfly, BF, and BENES, BEN. In case of exploration of all the network of the library, a memory mapping is performed targeting the lower cost network in the library (i.e., BS in our case), and then all other network as long as a conflict free memory mapping is possible with no relaxation. Then the lower cost architecture is proposed to the user. If not memory mapping is possible, then no solution can be proposed to the user at this step. It must be noticed that BS or BF does not guarantee a valid memory mapping for a given problem, but a fully connected BEN network can always give a valid memory mapping. 
Mapping with Network Relaxation.
Mapping with network relaxation gives the liberty to change the network architecture to find a valid memory mapping by adding network components. If mapping is not possible with the selected standard network, certain additional network will be added to the standard network which will result in a valid mapping. The mapping adaptation is given by adaptation the network selected in the beginning with the addition in terms of some elements such as switches and/or multiplexers. This aim to take advantage of [10, 12] for high throughput cost and latency, in such a way that the application used in [15, 18] can be targeted.
For a standard network, the mapping algorithm finds a memory mapping according to the permutation available for the network in the library. If the mapping is not possible for the targeted network an additional network component (e.g., switch) is added to the network. The new interconnection network architecture composed of standard network with additional switch generates new set of permutations. The mapping algorithm is applied based on the new set of permutations. This approach keeps on adding new network component until a collision-free mapping is obtained. Figure 6 shows the architecture with network relaxation which is composed of original connecting network having adaptation of additional components. As memory adaptation is achieved so optimized architecture can be obtained as compared to [15] or [18] , since memory elements are more costly than MUX/switches.
The pseudocode of the proposed approach is given as shown in Pseudocode 1. 
Pedagogical Example
The proposed approach presented in Section 3 is explained with a small example of size L=12 and parallelism P=4 from high speed packet access (HSPA) turbo decoders architecture is considered.
The whole design space is explored using all the networks one by one available in the library. The data access pattern is shown in Figure 7 . 12x12 matrix and fill the matrix according to the data access. In Figure 8 , the complete matrix is shown filled according to all the access of Figure 7 . Now starting from the first row as it can be seen that 6 data elements are connected with each other which are greater than , so we will find the number of combinations and determine the clique. After checking all the rows no such clique is found so the problem is based on in-place memory mapping.
The considered example is shown in Figure 9 such that data can be mapped according to the described mapping algorithm. [10] is applied based on all the networks available in the library one by one.
Mapping without Relaxation. The mapping algorithm
Firstly, the data matrix is mapped based on BS. For considered example collision-free solution is not possible as none of the BS permutations are valid for mapping as shown in Figure 10(a) . The next available network in the library to find the mapping is BF. The whole matrix is mapped successfully for BF network. The resultant mapping is shown in Figure 10(b) . Finally, memory is mapped with BEN.
The given problem cannot be mapped using BS so network and memory relaxation methods can be considered to find collision-free mapping with targeted network.
Memory Relaxation.
The memory relaxation approach adds registers in the architectures to solve the data with collision and memory locations when there is no other solution. Figure 11 shows a complete mapping consist of registers.
Network Relaxation.
Network relaxation gives the liberty to modify the network architecture. As shown in Figure 10 (a), for the last column none of the permutation from BS is supported. So an additional network component is added to the standard BS network and new permutations are generated. Continue the mapping process by using the current new set of permutations. The resultant mapping is shown in Figure 12 . Figure 12 : Mapping with network relaxation.
Experiments and Results
The experiments and results performed are presented in this section. STMicroelectronics 90 nanometer technology is used in these experiments to determine the NAND-gate equivalent area of various of the architecture. This approach can be used for any type interleaver with any number of selected processors for parallelism. We have considered implementation of interleavers that are in use of HSPA Evolution [1] . Table 1 shows assessment of the network adaptation approach with different other approaches presented in the literature. The results are shown as comparison of NANDgate equivalent area and latency in terms of cycles for many HSPA block sizes with number of processors = 4.
The network adaptation approach has above half of lesser area having similar latency as compared to [12] and 20% area is lesser with reduction of 55% in latency as compared to [15] . Hence, the network adaptation approach can be used to reduce the cost significantly as compared to [12] and it reduces the latency compared to [15] .
In order to explore the proposed approach an example of HSPA with Block length of 2240 is considered. Figure 13 shows results for the given problem based on BS, BF, and BENES network excluding the memory cost which is considered same for all the results. Figure 13 also includes results with memory and network relaxation methods.
As the given problem cannot be mapped using BS, the cost for memory relaxation using a BS is very high as compared to newly proposed network relaxation method. Moreover, we have taken different block sizes using HSPA standard with number of processors P = 4 & P = 8. Figure 14(a) shows the results for four processors and Figure 14 (b) shows 8 processors. The result clearly shows that the network adaptation method gives optimal results. Network relaxation for a targeted network can reduce the cost of controller 400 times as compared to existing memory adaptation approach. In Figure 15 , the comparison of the proposed approach is presented with [12, 18, 19] . The results showed significant reduction is cost as compared to these approaches. In [21] , the authors proposed a solution for the standard LTE which is based on multistage connecting network of barrel shifter. For 4 processors, two stages of barrel shifter with modification need 3 bits while for P = 8, three stages of modified BS need 7 bits. Experiments of the proposed generalized approach are able to find some block lengths that support standard BS. The standard barrel shifter uses 2 bits for P = 4 and only 3 bits for P = 8. This will reduce the network controller cost up to 133%. Table 2 shows LTE block lengths that support barrel shifter.
Conclusion
In this work we have presented an approach in which a special technique is used which results in high throughput in terms of latency and complexity. The proposed solution is able to solve the collision problem by the connecting network optimization for achieving high throughput. The result clearly showed that the network adaptation method gives optimal results. Network adaptation for a targeted network can reduce the cost of controller 400 times as compared to existing memory adaptation approach. It can be noted that the network controller cost mostly affects the total cost of the architecture; therefore, in future the controller cost could be reduced to get more optimized results. Furthermore, other targeted networks shall be studied in order to get optimized results.
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